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Ignite student curiosity like never before with the Britannica 

PreK-12 Bundle—an all-inclusive resource package designed 

for 21st-century education. This unique bundle combines 

four of our most sought-after platforms— Britannica School, 
Britannica School: Early Elementary, ImageQuest, and 

the latest addition, ImageQuest Jr.—catering to diverse age 

groups and encouraging collaborative learning.

This one-of-a-kind bundle is your ultimate education 

companion, packed with captivating and age-appropriate 

articles, media, and activities, standards-aligned lessons, 

and interactive teaching resources to support educators and 

administrators in fostering lifelong learning in every student.

Introducing  
the Britannica  
PreK-12 Bundle
Spark Lifelong Learning 
with Four Comprehensive, 
User-Friendly Learning 
Platforms

https://britannicaeducation.com/PreK12-bundle


Empower your school with the Britannica PreK-12 Bundle, a resource package that promotes equitable 
learning, digital literacy, and continuous growth for learners of all ages. Connect with us to learn how the 

Britannica PreK-12 Bundle can be the perfect learning companion.

The Britannica PreK-12 Bundle
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Empower Students 
and Educators with 
Britannica School

Britannica School is the ultimate 
destination for K-12 learning, 
with authoritative information 
across subjects, including articles, 
multimedia, and primary sources that captivate and 
stimulate critical thinking. This standards-aligned 
platform supports diverse educational needs with 
differentiated reading levels, interactive features, and 
multilingual translations.

Nurture Young Learners 
with Britannica School: 
Early Elementary

Inspire emergent learners to 
create, play, and explore in a 
vibrant, enriching environment with 
Britannica School: Early Elementary. This engaging 
resource, with its leveled nonfiction articles and 
natural audio read-aloud features, makes learning 
enjoyable and accessible for beginning readers. It 
serves as the perfect launchpad for every young 
scholar’s educational journey.

Advance Visual Literacy 
with ImageQuest

Elevate teaching and student 
engagement with ImageQuest’s 
extensive safe, legal, and diverse 
multimedia collection, including 
curated photographs and videos 
from trusted sources. With 
intuitive search, save, and share features, and a 
focus on visual literacy, it becomes an essential tool 
for project-based learning, compelling storytelling, 
and peer collaboration.
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Spark Creativity in 
Young Minds with 
ImageQuest Jr.

Dive into a world of visual 
exploration with ImageQuest Jr., 
a delightful platform for PreK-5th 
grade students. It offers a user-
friendly interface and a vast collection of hand-
picked multimedia to pique their interest.  
This safe, controlled space allows young learners 
to explore without exposure to inappropriate 
content, and easy save-and-download features 
bring education to life.
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